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$50 1934A (*), 1934B (*), 1934C (*), 1934D (*)
1950 (*)

$100 1934, 1934A, 1934B, 1934C, 1934D, 1950

SPMC member-dealer Thomas B. Ross of Norwalk,
Conn., has released to numismatic publications informa-
tion about a U. S. Note and a U. S. Silver Certificate
that have altered serial numbers. The former is a one
dollar "red seal," with the incorrect back plate number
"2." Its position is also incorrect, indicating that it
originally was the first numeral of a four-digit number.
The serial number A00000020A was altered from a three-
digit number, probably A00000920A. Moreover, the plate
position is B instead of H, as it should be before the 20A
number.

The Silver Certificate series 1928 (Tate-Mellon) has
the serial number A00000006A altered from A00000996A
and the face plate position L. If it really were
A00000006A, the face plate position would have been F
instead of L.

In both instances, the altered numerals do not re-
semble the genuine oval "zeroes" used on the Bureau's
numbering machines.

Muled Varieties of Small
Size Notes
By Peter Huntoon

A muled note has been defined as any note having
micro plate numbers on the obverse and legible plate
numbers on the reverse, or legible numbers on the ob-
verse and micro numbers on the reverse. The difference
between micro and legible plate numbers can be seen
by comparing the size of the numerals used on any $1
1928 or 1934 with those used on any $1 1957 or 1963.
If the size of the plate numbers is the same on both the
obverse and reverse, the notes are considered normal or
non-muled. For more information regarding the cause
of muled notes, see Hutchins (PAPER MONEY: Vol. 1, No.
4) or Huntoon (PAPER MONEY: Vol. 6, No. 2).

Below is a revised list of the series that contain muled
varieties. The underlined issues, if muled, have micro
obverse plate numbers and legible reverse numbers. The
remaining issues contain muled varieties with legible ob-
verse plate numbers and micro reverse numbers. An
asterisk following a series indicates that all notes of
that issue were muled.

LEGAL TENDER NOTES

$2 1928D
$5 1928B, 1928C, 1928E

SILVER CERTIFICATES

$1 1935, 1935A
$5 1934, 1934A, 1934B, 1934C
$10 1934, 1934 yellow seal (*), 1934A

FEDERAL RESERVE NOTES

(not all districts issued all varieties)
$5 1934, 1934 Hawaii, 1934A, 1934B, 1934C
$10 1934, 1934A
$20 1934, 1934 Hawaii (*), 1934A

,

The following collectors would appreciate your bring-
ing to their attention any muled varieties you have that
are not shown above.

Rev. Frank Hutchins
	

Peter Huntoon
924 West End Ave.	 P. 0. Box 4051
New York, N. Y. 10025 Tucson, Arizona 85717

As more information becomes available on muled varie-
ties in Federal Reserve Notes, we will try to tabulate
them by district.

The $2 U. S. Note Is Now Dead
By Hirsh N. Schwartz

The first $2 U. S. Legal Tender Note was authorized
by an Act of Congress on July 11, 1862. None has been
printed since June 30, 1965. The last note was signed
by Kathryn O'Hay Granahan and Henry H. Fowler and
was of the 1963-A series.

Somehow or other the discontinuance of the $2 bill
reminds me of the passing of an old friend who tried to
serve his fellow man but just couldn't make the grade.
Society just wouldn't let it in the door, in spite of the
fact that it was called to our attention by the powers
that be that we would have saved millions by using it.
Instead of having to spend many $1 bills every time we
made a purchase over a dollar, we could have used half
as many notes with the $2 bills. Stop and think how
many one dollar bills this would have saved.

However, very few people would have it around be-
cause of too many superstitious stories. Those who car-
ried the $2 note would tear off one or more of its corners.
Some connected the bill with the "devil" since the word
"deuce" was on it. Some people were gullible enough
to believe that having it around would be a forerunner
to having twins in the family. Many other reasons were
given to keep the curse of unpopularity on the bill. It
was known as the "black sheep" of U. S. currency.

Now suddenly the news comes that it is no more and
everyone wants to remember the little fellow. Premiums
were immediately announced upon its passing. Reminds
me of the town critter in whom no one could see any
good but he had more flowers at his funeral than a lead-
ing citizen did. The Treasury announced with the pass-
ing of the $2 bill that there were enough on hand to
run well into 1967. However, if you contact the banks
and various Federal Reserve Districts, you will receive
the uniform answer, "Sorry, the S2 note is no more."
Only a few tattered and worn out bills remain. May it
rest in peace.

Who knows, its ghost may some day appear in the
form of the $2 Federal Reserve Note which has been
authorized by a bill signed into law on June 4, 1963.
but none has been printed thus far. Incidentally, it
also was to bear the head of Thomas Jefferson.


